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DIFFICULTIES ASSOCIATED WITH RESEARCH
ON FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

(Editor's note: The following was a'telelectUre ,trahs-
mitted from Indiana University on February 2610 1966, to

.six regional workshops in Oregon. It is reprOdUced
from the Oregon Spectrum of May 1966,Y

I think most of you know that I am nat-alefigunge
teacher._ But I am very much interested in 'ianguege

teaching and learning. I am an experimental pSYchold-
gist Who wishes to help in the search for solutions to
some of the problems you' come face to face With in per-
Lorming your eleryday duties as language teicheili'

dish that I could t411 you that mi_Pui*Oie, in
talking to you _today was to descrioe some of the'Sditi-

time that I had ,found to the complex problems be lair..

guage teaching and language learning, But I *anif:!'
I haven't ,found any solutions yeti All I've found,
after several years of searching in m7 own laboraterY,
are more problems. But, appLrently I am in good Of*-
pan. As far as _I can tell from reading the liters*
ture, other workers in the field, taken as a group,
have been finding out about the same thing: not very
much. This is not to say that experimenters have not"
been experimenting or that thinkers have not been
thinking and writing. But the results of one eiperi-'
menter'b efforts, when they are not equivocal, are
nevertheless, usually cancelled out by the findings
of Another experimenter. And the opinions and argu-

,
ments of one thinker are typically counterbalanced
by the contrary views of another thinker as soon as
they appear in print. Sc;t7 those of you' who might
have expected to hear from me some rirtqlor conclusive
answers to important questions dealing with the learn-
ing and the teaching of foreign languogei, I offer mY
sincere regrets. I offer also this admonition: 'Be-
ware the merchant who has information to sellconcern-
ing the teaching of foreign languages. It is my
strongly held conviction that a]most every bit of ad-
vice that is offered to 'anguage teachers today about
how to teach theii, languages effectively should be
listened to very critically, and accepted, it actept-
ed at all, only with great caution. Although 'many
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different group:3 of people, including experiencei10*----
guage teachers, like most of you, and interested but
inexperienced oatsiders, like me, have strong personal'

opinions on how to teach second languages;there'is
little included among the bits of gratuitous advice
that is other than ansdbstantiated, stibjective'colleo..;

tions of contradictory and ambiguous generalities
No one, not the experience e language teacher; not thA'
erudii,e liLi.at, aot the experimental psychologiet,
not the professor of education, not1:10,00u0er
language-learning records, and not the tor-hire native
tutor, no one today knows the best way to teach fox"

eign languages, The data upon which_decisiOnstUt-:-
prrcedural rules could be based have'not-been -0040,0-;,-

ed, or they arc inconclusive. TherAfore,41mOSt-eVeiiy
single statement that is made today which containS. ad-
vie as to the proper, or the correct,-or the best *at-
te teach foreign languages regardless of

'loWthe statement might appear to be, must be Oly
proven assumption or an untested allegation_and,',,
therefore, quiiic possibly, wrong. For exemp;e:vSlateur-
merits like the following ones, which appear to-COnt41*
sensible procedural advice are not backed byllneitUiVi
cal supporting experimental dats and they,'maY,therti-
fore, be encouraging the adoption of procedures:Whi0h-:
are no better than, if equal in effectiveness'tt; the:'
procedures they will replace. Rules such is4,j1i
teach spoken language in dialogue form; (2)_110-gr#011-'
ic symbolo IVr sounds only after the sow/di are th64.6

oughly learned; and (3) study vocabulary onlY ifl' con

text. I repeat. Rules like the ones I have jUstOit!'-
ed are not necessarily wrong-but neither .are they"'
necessarily right. Whether they are right or iiirofig'ii
just not known; the evidence for deciding Is
^.11,.41#4,:let

Let me illustrate this absence of oohclual;t,°'"
data by describing in some detail the status Of-Oor':'7.

knowledge concerning one of the most activelY'sdiaddi='
sed issues in the field of second language learning
today. The problem has been stated in mAny different_
forms, as, for example: Does aural learning
tate visual learning? or should items of a foreign
language be presented in spoken form before written,'
form? or should the printed or written symbol
held from students in the early stages' of learn/t'
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foreign language or should the spoken langue.ge be

emphasized over the written language, especially early
in foreign language learning? This problem was cIsar-
ly recognized as an important me in 1957 by William
Riley Parker, now a Distinguished Service profiOber
at. Indiana University and at that time, the Mpacutive
SeorPt.try of the Modern Language AssOiliation or'AMer;--

icft: in his second edition of the piscussionctLki
and Paperl which was entitled-ThiNitiblial-Inter-
eat and.Poreign Languages and which-irg sponsored-W-
Thrtr. S., gatilanal Commission for UNESCO, Department
of State. In that work paper, under the section ti-
tled: questions Awaiting Answers, the firstqUeation-
that Professor Parkar-lisaadrwaa: "Should the Spoken
Language be Emphasized?" He started his comMenta'
concerning the question.as follows: "This (ttestiph).
is today one of the liveliest issues in language in--

struetion, ,If a majority of _informed citizen hive
en.,,vo:Alic41, they should make itheard. Teachers aro
atili 44..:ecid in theirs.,.. The issue isa nor one
only,imsof.or as new factors have increased ite.-Litqn
aitn,,Amerloan education has had for the post-canturY
enthusiastic advocates of the Phonetic.(VietOr) or-
Natural (Sauveur.) or Direct (Walter) method of lam.
gunge Instruction, although at evry Stage these'
teachers,. have been a distinct minority. The
tic scientists, also a minority group, are' among cur-
rent. advocates of the aural-oral. approach. Vary re-
cently.tha Steering Committee for the Foreign Lan-
guage Program of the Modern Language Association of
Ameripa,declared to the whole profession: 1The-ele-
mentary,language course at all levels, from elemen
tart .school through college, should concentrate at
the ,beginning upon the learner's hearing and'speak-
ing the foreign tongue.... Tnroughout later !stages,
in lectures and in class discussions of literature
and,4Vilization, students should 1;e, provided wi th
frequent opportunitios formelLteining the hearing,
and speaking atolls thus early acquired.'"

_-_,Granting that the problem in 1957 was, iiirp',0-

fessor Parker's own words, l'One of the liveliest is-
sues in, language instruction" and agreeing with him
that the. "issue is a new one only insofar as new fees.

tors her increased, its intensity," it might appear
to some to be somewhat surprising that in the next

ue+
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edition of the work paper,2 which rpnearesa.foUr Tars
later in 1961 the first question that Professor larger
raised under the heeding: questions Awaltin Asir
is the ,identical question: 1°,5 e=TTUle Spo en: an-
guage be Emphasized?" During that _period ,between 1957
and 1961, . a period during which there was 'a, bri010.40ils
upsurge of interesz, in and study of toreign -10go:Pges
due mostly .to the passage of the PEA O1993: :there
waa no_ clear-cut, answer provided to thi number' one
question. And, I _might point, out here- that 1,n_1566
the situation is still about the same. IS :still
one of the liveliest, but unresolved issues
guava instru.ction.

. The quest:ton of. the early enitA10.81*. of opoioit, es ,

opposed .to written language, is, of course, only Onet__
aspect of the larger .controiersy betweel;t, the new et;t":
,io-lingual approach and the traditional 0artutar;7'
translation _approach. Professor. John Carroll of liar-
vard University, a distinguished psycbologlstwho has
devoted, his great talents as_ a research,.
linguist, ,an writer for many years to the PregileTi.1:3

of language teaching and language leatbning, in it pa.
per read at the International Conference on. Modern'
Foreign Language Teaching in Berlin in 1964 spoke é
bout this issue in the following way:3 ,PF4aminatiliii
of thepraetiees of foreign language teachers 'and the
writings. of several theorists suggest that there are
today two major therries of foreign language
One may he called. the, audio-lingual habib theorY,, the
o ther the cognitive code- learning theory. The *ell
lingual habit theory, which is more or less the
ficial,* theory of the, reform moVement in foreign 10-7_
guage teaching in the United States of Amerlea, has
the following principal ideas: (1) that since speech,
is primary and writing is se.londary, the habits tO
learned, must be, learned first-of-a/1 as auditory dis--
crimination responses and speech responses; (2)' that'
habits must be automatized as much as possible so
that they can be called forth without conscious at-
tention; (3) that, the_automatization othabiti Poo4ra
chiefly by practice; that is, by repetition., he
audio..-lingual habit theory ha3 given rise to's greet:,
many practices in language teaching: the language,'
laboratory, the structural drill, the miery-Memb
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rization technIque, and so forth. The cognitive'
70de-401m:ins theory, oth.or band, mits.7 be

thought of as a moditled, up-to-date gseemmar trPnela-
tion theory. According to this theory, learning a
language is a process of acqutring conscious control
of the phonological, grammatical, and -lexical 'pat-
terns of a second language, largely through study and
analysis of these patterns as a body of knowledge.
The theory attaches More importance to the lamAmos
understanding of the structure of the foreign
guage than to his facility in using' that structures
since it is belittled that, prolided the has
a proper degree of cognitive control over the striae..
tares of the language, facility will develop 'auto-
matically with use of the language in7meaningfUl
situ-sti.ons.. The two theories represent rather
fundamental difterennes in teaching method "grid' style
that show up in the way textbooks are written -and,
foreign language courses are taught.' We 'tteedin.*
formation on which of these theories is a -better bay
els far foreign language teaching." We need' to'-know,-
among other things, the answer to Professor Parkeris
questionsz "Should the spoken language be 3mphasiz-
ed?"- The researcher who desiret, to answer- thiit
question has several courses of action open- to-hita.
One of be to set up a well-contrelletl,'
scale It13oratory experiment' designed to yield-re---
suits- which could be generalized to- the classroom
situation. Another would be to conduct a comPillra
tivesurvey and eve -ation of ongoing Clabaeti
eluding in the sample some classes that were-'beliit
taught by each of the two kinds of procedures* A-vd

a third way to approach the probleit would= be' tb'
up a largeT,scate, well-controlled experitiont'whelie'
different groups of students in the classroota-set-'-
ting would be taught by one or the other of* the two
methods* .

AS it happens, our problem has already been
attacked by each one of these methods. Let me de's.
scribe some of the attempts. First, the labors"*
tory attack, In 3.959 Kessmeuz,L1- using high School
students as his subjects, compared the speed with
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which they could learn to write responses' and then
learn to sai them with the speed with which they
could learn to siz them and then learn'to vrite them-.7
The learning material was a llst of seven tamed urn
sociates consisted of a two- or three-syllable comMon-,
EnFlishword and a meaningless, five-letter paralOg.:
The paralogs were intended to simulatetereign workS.-
Each ,one contained five _letters: the first,
end ,ifth of which were consonants, the jecond and
fourth, vOwels. ?Cr example, the paralog Naag Was
paired with the English word READY, and the parelog
TIFEB was .paired with the English word

Every subject had to learn thit,list both
ways. One group learned first to make theirre-
sponies Orall* and then 121 1_..tritlikwhile the other
group learned to make their responses in wrifin first
and then orally. Half thesubjects in each group o4
to learn_to give the English responsei to the parn/ogs
and the other half had to.learn togive,paralogTe.
apprises to the English *reds. ,The ecer6 for each Si270.7;
ject was th, total number ,of trials regAired.tti'learh

4i
,

tc make all'the pored responses both orally and'
mriting.- nessian's results ShOred that voippthe,stiti-
jeets were required; to Iearn'tl, make paralog,responseS
to the English wordS, the paralog responses were lefkrA47.
ed significant/3' faster 4.n the writing-,speaking,se
quenee ;:ban in the speaLing-writing sequence;. bvt When

jthe subjects were requI7ed toearn to,MAke_gnklidh.
responses tO paralogs, the English responses: were
learned fas ter 14 the ipesking-writingsequence than
in the irriting-speaking sequenCe. This as true
whether the items were presented visually or oralli.
So the answer to the 'questions Which order Is supe-
rior, the spoken -written sequence or the Writenr,
spokih sentience, depends on .what kind_of response;
are being,learned foreign or English.

A similar experiment, vertormed by liimsleur
And BonkowSki5,14.1961,,also involved the use ot.4
ehort-liSt of patred,associates, Enklish,words,Snd.
peralogs. HoWever, unlike Kessmen,thcy req41red
of their sUbjeotf) to writetiieir.responses and the .

responses were always ,He English ,words,never- ,01e,
oaralogs. They compared an auditory-vishel preenta-

49
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tion seauehee with a visual-auditory sevence and

found the auditory--visual sequence to be, superier
ftweverl in a repetition of,the e*periment in i961
Pinsleup and his co-workers° could not duplicate their'

enrli,r findings and concluded-that there wasp n4 dif-

ference,between,the audit017-visual seoUence and the
,

viotia1-Audist4ry sequence. ,
. '

A More elaborate 4-0-6:siu4ies performe4 in
1.964 by Asher; -( also ttaced ,the same 'problem. But
Ashor4ad 114 subjects learn several lists of paired
associates,: rather tan one list. There wore 96
pairs of words. in all, itia3,444ing- most parts of speech:

nouns,, px-anouns, vprbs, Ojectives, eelyerbt_030901-
tions4 en4 'ebnjtmetiona. In additiOn to measuring

.
the speed. of learning the list4, Asher also measured
tile ability of his subjects to use the words in
trfmslettng sentences and-stlirteS. 'Ha also measured
retEgitt-9,4 çt tb' material after 1y periods of 148
end 96 hours. lie used 14,00.i."44-00.1141 fis-ErAg4.1:04,
words S0,004,44 them with fOreign_words, rather *_

tha;.:,paralog4; Re Used ant; 00ineee, and Ru
sien.mor48 in peptArate repetitions.ofjthe eXpertMent.
Ashaes,,primery concern:Wjlis-cOMO*ng-the vival
auditory ;Preentation sequenop_With the e(141,tqr*.,

vLu1 sequence. Msaqbjeeta'ai*aTa wrote thtr
foreign reMon.se,wOrda,toyie4a1 ,PreOentaIfohs* and

away spoke the0-foreign:resPonSe Wor4S to 04i-
torvpresentatiena, 4sher fear* that the
auditorYsequeilee,wea suWiorto-the auditory-Visual*

sequence It9r-Ipanish.en4 Opanime:wards, )30 there,
was no signitieant 1iftex'erce between the to s'
qaeripee,for_the Russian weirdo:. ,These res.al.te, taken
toge.ther with the reaults'o)t th,e,40oSmen and Pimsleyr
studios, do not ;lake for e*yerY alai* piOure:',As a
matter pr..440, the discrepancies between the flnd-.^

info of these studies make.WiMposdible teg,e*traot

any dependable, advice for lOnguage-teticherj as re-
garda,the_op4imal procedures in the leaproom. The
teacherffi0 1)01101)1)4 that .ell new'lang4g4 msteral
should rot be presented orally and that visuol 'or,
writte4_matarisll should be withheld until the oUdi
tory learning is complete ,need not digoOkireged
the reSulte:ofthese studies. need nat_alter'his,'
belietthat the procedures will,produCe better.
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nunciation by avoiding interforence from the already.
existent Engliab sound-symbol associat!ons. Atds
likewise, the teacher who disagrees with that pcsi,-'
t; on and feels that his students want to see and
should be allowed to ode ttle graphic symbols, es -soon
us the sounds are presented need not be disttburaged
either. The data are certainly inconclusive.

But even if the results were atl in agreement,
there would still be great doubt as to th rtlevancti
of the research for clIssroom application. Carroll°
has poiated cut in his extremely valuable dnapter in
The Handbook of Research or Teactlass rutlishod in
MS by Rand MceriirefirEnTlIthe dimensions of foreign
language vocabulary learning are usually, vastly dif-
ferent from those of psychological everimento; whore-,
as a psychological experiment may involve the 14ern7
Jug of a list of 2 paired associates to a criterion
in a single setting, the acquisition of a foreign
language vocabulary. is a question,of,gradual incre-
ments over a long period of time until thousands ox
tens of tLousands of items lime been mastered. Ptre-
ly has laboratory experimentation provided any rea-,
sonable simulation of the dimensions of foreign lan-
guage vocabulary learning. For all thews reasons it
is necessary to use much caution in generalizing
paired-associate laboratory experiments to actual
language teaching."

Asher7 similarly providos a note of caution,in
his report "Psychological experiments in verbal
learning with either nonsense syllables or natural'.
languages have usually been evaluated by, limgalets as,
non-representative of language learning because Of,-
excessive simplification.... rho reductionlmn of
natural languages to one-word units, while achieving
better expozimental control, may have eliminated Oomrr:
ploxities which are the essence of language learping
rucb as phonology, morphology, and syntax. It,may be
that; this reductionism produces a learning task *dab.
has little in common with language learning., 14 so,
then inferences based on such data certainly. should
only be considered as suggestive rather than defini-
tive."
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$0 we may conclude that our,rirst method fo7,
finding answers to important questions about the op-
timal\techniques,for teaching foreign languages, the
small-scale laborati)rj experiment, leaves quite a, bit

to be desired. How about the second method: the sur-
veyor,comparison of results., obtained in regular clas-

ses that are being taught with different procedures"

In 19489 Agard, a linguist aid language teacher, and
Dunkel,, an educational resear2h specialist, published
the results of such a survey." They attempted to com-

pare elasses,tbat were taught by'the then Convention-
al approach which did not stress the spoken language,

on the one Land, with "erisses that were taugh t with
=emphasis =the spoken languages_ on the other hand.
The investigators did not attempt_to match groups or

to control,varlables. It raa hoped that by using a
large sample of high uchools and colleges the uncon-
trolled variables would balance tIr cancel each other

out. .ftoperating schools ard cc leges administered
speciaily created, but probably highly inadequate,
reading, writing, listening, end speaking tests in
French, German, Russiau. and Spanish tn order to pro-

vide A gross evaluation ofthe two different teaching
methodse, ,.,The following are some oZ the findings of
the survey_which were presented with the realization
that the inadequacies of the Controls end the lack

of reliability pf.the measuring devices cast doubt
on their veracity:

1. The,audic-lingual courses generally failed to pro-
duce in one or ,two ,yeaxist time students with any-

thing Teeembling whet could by called near-native

. ,
speaking or reading proficiency. Nnne of the
students could talk on anrehearsed topics without
constant and painful hesitation.

2. The majority of audio-lingual students were better'
Alt_opeaking than the conventional students who
were,taught.to speak by pronunciation rules and"

who,never' heard a native speaker.
, =, !

3. The...conyontional students demonstrated a higher
level of reading proficiency than the audio-lin-'

gual students.
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Agard and Dunkel9 concluded that "Lhetiv 1= atm a teed

for experiments designed to test, one by one,. in care-

fully controlled situations, these fundamental problems'

which confront the language teacher in hig Search for'
perfectione, We might add here that in 1966 there is

still,;thenetd. --;

Ireml .third.. method for finding answers to important

questions. about teaching methods is the well-controlled
experiment performed in the classroom setting. One

such experiment, I am pleased to relate, wee recently
completed in Colorado. I am referring to the monumen-
el effort of George A. C. Scherer and Michael
Wertheimer.10. Scherer was Professor of German and

Wertheimer Is a Professor of Psycho3ogy at the Uniirer..

sity of Colorado. ,In the spring of 1960 Scherer op-.
plied to, the Research Unit of the Language Development
Program,of Title VI of the National Defense Education
Act, U. S. Office of Education, for a contract to con-
duet a fairly large-scale controlled experiment. The

contract was granted and a two-year experident Was
initiated in, the fall of 1960. The main purpoge of
the experiment which was titled Extended Classroom
gmerimentation with Varied SeqUaeing
Iii-GermirrnstiEFTion was to compare oar tigTiglang;
reESTP7176717ea-Critng foreign languagesr the audio-
lingual method and the traditional grammpr-reading
methods Despite, the fact that I am a psychoIogiSt, T
have to admit that this very respectable iriterdisci-
plinary attack of this important langatige learning"
problem was, initiated by the langaao professor on
the team and not by the psychology professor.' As the
authors point out in the preface of the book which
describes the study, "The original conception end de-
sign of this study, as well es the application for
the grant which made it possible, were the responsi--
bility of George A. 0. Scherer; he'also served as
general director and coordinator of the project.
Michael W3rtheinter was originally brought in as a
consultant on experimental design and 'psychological
tests. As tie study progressed, he became more deep-
ly involved, and was primarily responsible for the de-
sign and scoring of the objective and subjective
tests.... He also designed and supervised the sta-
tistical analyses. The final manuscript vies prepared
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Jointly." Th© report was published by VOGraw-Hill
in 1964 under the title: APsclz.inu.......zsawisti-
iment in Friyeilfsiteule.

The authors felt that it would be very useful to
learn whether at the end of two years of intruction
the reading and writing skills of the students rho
were trained by the audio-lingual method would equal
or perhaps surpass those skills of the studehts who
were trained by the traditionil grammar-reading
method. The authors felt that if it could be shown
that the audio-lingually trained students were as
good as or better than the traditionally trained
students in the performance of those skills whioh
are emphasized by the traditional framer-reading
procedure, then they would have clear-cut evidence
for the superiority of the sAio-lingual method,
provided of course that the k..idio-lingually trained
students excelled also in auditory comprehension and
speaking, the skills which are ow.has.:zed by the
audio-lingual procedure. The experiment was design-
ed to be conducted within the realistic setting of
an educational program. Accordingly, all the begin-
ning students of German at the University of Colorado
in the fall of 1960 were enlisted as the stibleets in
the experiment. Almost 300 students were -Mitts ran-
domly assigned to sections to be taught by the two
methods. There were seven sections taught by the
audio-lingual method and six by the traditional
method. The traditional sections were given reading
matorial right from the start of the experiment.
The audio-lingual sections were not given any read-
ing material for the firsG 12 weeks. Time prevents
=to from. detailing the fantastic amounts of time and
enorgy that were devoted to planning and implement-
ing the study in, order to maintain the necessary con-
trols of a properly designed experiment. Although
they were not completely successful la this regard
despite their Herculean efforts, they were, nevei-
the/ess, justified in drawing the following conclu-
sions from their land -mark study:
"In listening, the audio lingual students were far
superior to the traditional students at the end of
the first year, but this difference disappeared, by.
the, end of the eiwond. In speaking, the. audio-

0
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lingual students were far superior, at the end of -'014ey

first year and maintained their superiority through-
out the second. In reeding, the traditional atUdentel
ability exceeded that of the audio-lingual students
at the end tf the first year, but the difference dis-
appeared during the second year. In writing, the trti
ditional students were better at the end of the first
year and maintained their superiority during the seci=';

ond. In German-to-English translation, the tradl
tional students were far superior at the end of the
first year and maintained their superiority during
the second. In Englishrto-German translation, final-

ly, the traditional students were much better at the
end of the first year, but this difference disappear=
ed by the end of the second.

"Overall, then, the end of the first 'year saw the
audio-lingual students lietter in listening and speak-
ing, but worse in reading, writing, and both kinds of'
translation. At the end of the second year, the
audio-lingual students were still better in speaking,
but poorer in writing and German-to-English transla-
tion; they were not different is listening, reading;
or English -to- German translation. The fact that the
experimental group was generally superior in some
skills but that the control group was superior in
others shows that one of the main original hypotheses
was not confirmed--the audio-lingual group, whilA it"
did occasionally reach, never did surpass the tradi-
tional group in reading, writing, and translation
during the two years of the experiment. A combina-
tion score, weighting audio-lingual and non-audio
lingual skills equally, was computed to assess any
grand total differences; the two groups were not sig-
nificantly afferent in this overall-proficiency in-

dex at the end of any of the four semesters."

It may appear that this study by'Scherer and
Wertheimer has provided the answer ?or which we have:
been searching, the answer being that neither the
audio-lingual method nor the traditional grammar
method is superior for all aspects of the complex
foreign language learning process. tut if this is
the answer, what practical advice can be 'given to
the language teacher about choosing betwebn these two
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techniques for classroom use? About all that can be
said is that it doesn't really matter which technique
is used; both have their virtues and their failings;
one's choice depends on the goals one wishes to em-
phasize. But, even this advice must be qualified.
One reason is that the audio-lingual method is not
composed of a single, olnarly identified, standardized
set of procedures and neither is the traditional-read-
ing method. Each one encompasses many different com-
binations of practices. It is obvious, therefore,
that many modifications could be made of the audio
lingual procedure used by Scherer and Wertheimer, and
of their traditional procedure as well. And another
two-year experiment would have to be run to see wheth-
er these changes in the procedures would produce
changes in the findings. A slightly different version
of the audio-lingual procedures might support the
hypothesis which,. their original procedure failed to
support, the hypothesis that the audio-lingually
trained group would svrpass the traditionally trained
group not only in the listening and speaking skills
bat in the reading, writing. and translating skills
also. And if these modified procedures failed also,
then. another aet cf modifications could be tried,
and another. In other words, it is impossible to get
from one experiment, however well conceived and.car-
ried out, a definitive and conclusive answer to the
question of the relative effectiveness of the two com-
plex procedures. There are too many different forms
of the audio-lingual method and too many different
forms,of the traditional method to make all the com-
parisons without a long series of studies., In the
end, the find conclusions might not be changed, but
at the present time we can only guess at those con-
clusions. At the present time we have the results
of a comparison of only one form of the audio-lingual
method with only one form of the traditional method.
Defenders on neither side of the issue should give
up at this point.

Another reason for the need to qualify our Inter-
pretations or the findings of the Scherer and Werthei-
mer study,is that despite their attempts to use a large
sample of, students, by the time they completed their
final tests there were less than three quarters of
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the original group still involved in the' study. The
subjects withdrew from the experiment for a great
variety of legitimate reasons, but it is difficult
to assess what the effects of thei- departure *ere'
on the outcome of the study. What started out as an
experiment with approximately 300 students endad' up

two ,years later with complete scores on less 0#ah 50
students.

So, despite several laboratory stUdies,'dedpite
an extensive survey, and despite an admirable class-
room experiment, we are still without 'a Clear-cut
answer to our original question about the relative.--
ness of the audio-lingual and the traaitional methodt.''
Conclusive answers mill be available only after many'
more studies like the Scherer and Wertheimer Study.
But I would like to point out one virtue to-this
rather discouraging state of affairs. If the one
best way to teach foreign languages is not yet knOwn-i-'
if indeed it turns out that there is a one best way
for all languages, for all students Of all avii and 0. 0, (7,.

e

abilities--which is not very likely, then'You, as
, .0

. o.:,..

language teachers, are now free to teach-an 0'that'
.

you want to. Your way may turn out to be the best'
. , .... . ,.. ,

-.3
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o 0

0

0
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0

way.

Now, before I leave the issue of the audio-lingual
vs. the traditional method of language teachings snd
in the absence of supporting data, I would iiko to
offer you some gratuitous advice. T feel entitled
to io so since I have already spent a good deel'of
time warning you about how to receive it. The adVice.
is in the form of a simple guiding principle. The
principle is this: Teach your students what YOU want
them to learn. If you rant them to learn to speak
only, then teach them speaking. If you want them to
learr to read only, then teach them reading. If you
want them to learn both, teach them both. The issue
of which one to teach first is not an imOortant is-
sue as long as you do teach both. It is important
only when you don't have both and the'one
that is suppcsed to be second is never taught atall.
Years ago, ander the grammar translation syst4m, s
major complaint about our language students was that
they could not speak the foreign languages they had
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studied. But that should not have been surpesing.

The students were not being taught to Fuer*. Today,

after a few years of the audio-lingual ogue, the

complaints are starting to be hear', the the students

can't write or spell in the foreign 1 Iguagas, which

should not be surprising either. Hctever, I will

And it surprising if the eventual solution to the
problem does not turn out to be a middle-of-the-I its

compromise, a combination of both the audio-lingual

and the grammar-translation methods.

We have looked at three different ways of getting

answers to questions about language learning tech-

niques: (1) the restricted, well-controlled labora-

tory experiment; (2) the general survey and cover-
ison of ongoing language classes; and (3) the con-

trolled, large classroom experiment. each method has

its difficulties. The laboratory experiment is usu-

ally cumplctely irrelevant to the claSsroom teaching

situation. The comparative survey is typically too
loosely designed and controlled to permit very mean-
ingful assessment of the findings. And the largo=

class, experiment is extremely difficult snd time con-

suming properly. But there ie no doubt in my mind

that of the three method3 the classroom experiment
constitutes the best source of reliable and useful

data. rnfortunately, at the present time there aren't

very many useful findings for the language teacher to

use. Most of the classroom experiments that have been

done so far have been poorly designed. As Carroll°

has stated it: "Whereas Psychologists often perform
experiments with insufficient relevance to foreign
language teaching, members of the foreign language
teaching profession perform studies with insufficient

experimental rigor. Numerous studies are annogneed

as 'experiments' but on examination turn out to be

simply reports of new teaching rrocedures. Even
when there is an effort to set up a true experiment,

the controls ere often completely inadequate."

It, as Carroll points out, neither the psholo-
gist by himself nor the language teacher by himself
has been able to do the right kind of experiment,
but for different reasons, it seems to me that the
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way out of this dilemma is for the teacher and the plsyw
chologist to work together on joint projects a la
benerer and Wertheimer. The language teacher shoUld
invite the psychologist into his classroom to help dew'
sign and conduct the experiments that have to be done
in order to gather the information that is' needed to
make raticnol decisions about improving the" teaching

of foreign languages.
.

-There in another way, in addition" to the three
that I have talked about already, 1-hat should t4 ex.=

plored as a means of getting answers to 181110E40 learn

ing problems. I am referring to the use of programed;;'"
self-instructional language courses, 'This is 0 topic
which is very deer to my heart.

In 1961, along with two colleagues atIndianh
ersity, I applied for and received ,a Title VII-Nlational
Defense Education Act Grant in order to construct 'and"

evaluate a self-instructional _program_in-RusSian.
though the grant expired more than two Years agb,ittk
on the problems with which the project wiWoOnderned
is still continuing on a self - sustaining basis." By
self-sustaining I mean the research is not' currently'
being supported by a governmental agency` and the-stu
dents are volunteersunremunerated financ16111.;

The expected end products of the prO;feCt, ei Stag"'
ed in the original proposallLin '194, were: "(1FAn
automated program which has beensteited'and found ca-
pable of teaching the first semester course in Ruses
sian to high school and college atudenti as ef46-
tiveli as it is now being taught by classes
room procedures. (2) Information which can. be u:00,
to guide the development of other self-InlitrUCtional
programs. (3) A technique with which exploxe the
many factors which influence the learning and toph .
ing of second languages."

When we began the 'development of our pr000Med
course in 1961, it was our intenti6n-tePrepare a
course which would cover the same material hlit WA
covered in the first semester ,course" in Russian
Indiana University. Such a procedUre,:WelkO*1.,'
would have the following obvious benefit's: (I) It



would ensure as of a programed course which was
alent in content to a typical college cuurse, and (2)
it would ,provide us with. convenient control or conkma
parison groups at Indiana "Univers 14.7 with which to
compare and ,.valuate. our, programed .course. nr. Xohn
Beebe, ,one, of the,,co-,investigators on the project,
at the start of the project was pi. charge o' the be-
ginning courses in Russian at Indiana, University and
was, therefore, very familiar with th.4 first: semester
course. .,.,I was also familiar .with the erriTPOs having
sat in it twice, as a_ student ix, the period between
l957_and l940._ 'Unfortunately for our purposes, how-
ever, after our project had. been underway for about
a yearDr. Beelze, took. on our .departmantal responsi-
bilities and relinquished his role as supervisor of
the beginning Russian courses. The new supervisors,
as,,might..have been expected, .gradually, effected ma-
jor .eblinges,in the course, both in content and in
pedagogical, approach. We had already reached 6,point
where it was. imoOsail;o1.0 'ter_ our program, oiler, if
we ,had wished to do so. But, by, that, time, we, had
come, to, rea14z4 , that , would, be impossible to match
our program ,exactly,with the _original Indiana Univ-
ersity In order to construct what we consid-
ered, to be the most efficient and effective self-
instructional, course, ce had to .add and delete mate-
rial from, the original course model. For these rea-
sons .then the programed course which we develcpd is
not identical,,i,ii content with ,any _one sp,eciff.c , course

Maupt., ,Tf it is acaider#4, _and:
the par,ticl.aar,.(Apuci.se het known, to mo.. ,,OaTerthe7.
less,' our .course is undotO,tedly quite, similar in crti-
tent ,,tO many, first _semester, Aollege coovseet

The pxiogrsitii*t have leivelesped
purn14 tracil.t tinier nOr ,p 004 AI 4,41a,-, 74re,, have.
attempted to,Coinbine Appro4;:aios r derly,e
the benefits'. at" bi) tie In aci.ertanco wi.ti; i e .auclio-
lingual approach, the first contact that t ar stadents
have with .e /,err new lexical item is, c hear, it. pro!.
nr -On he t ape ,by. 4,,n0ivo, Russian epeaker. Rut.

aecOrarance with the.. tray
after ,,d,ejem4s., to n4pite, the, ,,pronunciation of the
item, ,fie, burr. students have a,
ub 6'.arittai amount p4terp-Pra,Woo. or stracture.3,
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drill, Li accordance with th, audio-lingual mothou
ology, but they are not required to practice in a

acoum. They are taught the grammatical rules before
they begin the pattern practice; they do not hiVerfr
discolor the rules through induction. 'Also, they do

not substitute different item in the same pattern
repeatedly, but they start each response' with-a' new

pattern. And they are required to do a large amount
of translating, from Russian to English and from Eng-
lidh to Russian, both orallY40 in writing.

I would like to state that . ,iwo , were successful in
accompliahiag the purposes of the project. did-
complete the construction of our course, we did de-

?clop some new programilv; techniques, and We have al4.
readvcarried out several brief experiments and are'
planning to carry out many more.

I have introduced these comments about my pro-
gramed course in Russian for two reasons. One, which
may be ,too obvious, is that T am proud of the course
and ,want you to know about; its existence. The other
is that I wish to suggest that coursea like sty. Raab.'

elan course offer what I consider to be, potentially,

an extremely satisfactory way tt do research in the-
area of language. learning. Indeed, that is the pri-
mary reason that I have been willing to_derroteSev-'
eral years to the development of our Russian Orograim
--in order to Avail myself of an instrument to facil-
itate doing research on the teaching and learning of
foreign languages. I have gone to great lengths tom
day to point out the difficulties and' problems with

the use the other approaches to researching the

area of foreign language teaching. I_ believe that

the use of a completely selMnsfructional program
can provide a standardized andirell,cntr011ed learn-
ing situation in which to conduct such research.'' It

,
remains to be seen whether the prOblets due tb'tbe\-
isolation and artificiality of the well--controlled
learning situation which is eharabteriiticof-pro-
gramed courses can be overcome, if not Overlooked:

'University of Indiana Irving Saltzman
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